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1, INTRODUCTION

Kolmogorov [1] has given the following result: Letf(x),f’(x),... ,f(n)(x)
be continuous and bounded on IR. Then

IIf()llo _< C,nllfllnoo-llf<nll),

where 0 < k < n, Ck,n gn_ /g(nn-k)

Ki -Tr4j0(.= |)J/(2j-Jr- l)i+l
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for even i, while

Ki 4j )i+11/(2j +

for odd i. Moreover the constants are best possible.
This result has been extended by Stein [2] to Lp-norm and by Ha Huy

Bang [3] to any Orlicz norm. The Kolmogorov-Stein inequality and its
variants are a problem of interest for many mathematicians and have
various applications (see, for example [4,5] and their references).

In this paper, modifying the methods of [2,3] we prove this inequality
for another norm generated by concave functions. Note that the Orlicz
norm is generated by convex functions and here we must overcome
some essential difficulties because of the difference between the convex
and concave functions.

2. RESULTS

Let Z denote the family of all non-zero concave functions
(t):[0, o) [0, o], which are non-decreasing and satisfy (0)=0.

For an arbitrary measurable function f, E then we define

IIIIIN (I) (Af(y))dy,

where Af(y) mes{x: If(x)l > y}, (y _> 0). If the space N N(]R)
consists ofmeasurable functionsf(x) such that IlfllN < o thenN is a
Banach space. Denote by M=M(]R), the space of measurable
functions g(x) such that

I[gll sup
(I)(mes A)

Ig(x)l dx: A C , 0 < mes A < o < o.

Then M is a Banach space, too [6,7].
We have the following results [6]:

LEMMA If E, there is an isometric order-preserving isomorphism
J: M N, (ofM onto N,) such that

J(g)(f) f(x)g(x) dx, (f N, g M).
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LEMMA 2 IffE Ne, g Me thenfg L1 and

If(x)g(x)l <-IIf[[N[[gllM"dx

Now, we give the main theorem:

THZOREM Let , f(x) and its generalized derivative f(n)(x) be in

Ne. Thenf(k)(x) Nefor all 0 < k < n and

IIf(k)[[% < Ck,nl[fl[nN-k[[f(n)[[ kN" (1)

Proof We begin to prove (1) with the assumption that f(k)(x) Ne,
0<k<n.
By virtue of Lemma 1, it is clear thatN Me, and iffE Ne, g Me

then

f, g) J(g)(f) f(x)g(x) dx.

Therefore, since Ilxllx-Ilxll** for any normed space X [9, p. 1131,
we have

Ilf(llN sup I(f(,g)l
Ilgllt--1

sup f(k)(x)g(x)dx. (2)

Let e > 0. We choose a function h(x) Me such that IlhllMo and

f(k)(x)h(x) dx >_ IIf(llNo . (3)

Put

F(x) f(x + y)h(y) dy.

By Lemma 2

IF(x)l f(x + y)h(y) dy <_ If(x + y)h(y)l dy

<-- [If(x + ")[INI[h[[M --IlfllN,
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where the last equality holds because of (2) and the definition
Then F(x)E Lo(R), and arguing as in [3] we get

F(r) (x) f(r) (x + y)h(y)dy, 0 <_ r < n (4)

in the distribution sense.
For all x E R, clearly

IF(r)(x)l IIf(r)(x + ")IINIIhlIM -IIf(r)llN

Now we prove continuity of F(r)(x) on IR (0 _< r _< n). We show this for
r-0 by contradiction: Assume that for some e>0, point x and
subsequence Itkl 0

(f(x + tk + y) --f(x + y))h(y)dy _>e, k>_ 1. (5)

Since fN we get easily fLl,loc(][{). Then for any m=
1,2,...,f(tk+y)f(y) in Ll(-m,m). Therefore, there exists a sub-
sequence, denoted again by {tk}, such that f(tk+y)f(y) a.e. in
(--re, m). Therefore, there exists a subsequence (for simplicity of
notation we assume that it is coincident with {tk}) such that
f(x + tk + y)--,f(x + y) a.e. in (--oe,
On the other hand, {f(x + tk + y)} is bounded in Ne because of

IIf(x + tk + ")IIN --[IfllN, k >_ 1.

So {f(x+ tk +y)} is a weak precompact sequence. Therefore, there
exist a subsequence denoted by {f(x+tk+y)} and a function
f, (y) 6 Ne such that

f(x + tk + y), v(y)) -- (f,(y), v(y))

when k oe, Vv(y) N.
It means

f(x + tk + y)v( y) dy f,( y)v( y) d(y), Vv(y) Me. (6)
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Let u(x) be an arbitrary function in C(R), then u(x) E M. Therefore,
by (6) we get

f(x + tk + y)u(y) dy --+ f,(y)u(y) dy, w e cg(a).

Because each u E C(R) has a finite support, then it follows from
f(x + t + y) f(x + y) a.e. that

f(x + & + y)u( y) dy --+ f(x + y)u(y) dy, Vu cg().

(7)

Combining (6), (7), we have

f(x + y)u(y) dy f,(y)u(y) d(y), Vu

Then it is known that [8, p. 15]:

f(x + y) f, y) a.e.

Therefore,

f(x + & + y)h(y) dy f(x + y)h(y) dy

because of (6), which contradicts (5). The cases < r < n are proved
similarly. The continuity of F(r)(x) has thus been proved.
The functions F(O(x) are continuous and bounded on R. Therefore, it

follows from the Kolmogorov inequality and (3), (4) that

e)n _< IF()(O)I,, < IIF()II
(8)

On the other hand,

IlFIIoo <_ IIf(x + Y)IINIIh(Y)IIM --IlfliN,
IlF(’)lloo <- Ilf(’)(x + Y)IINIIh(Y)IIM IIf(’)tlN

(9)

(0)
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Combining (8)-(10), we get

(llf()llN_ f.)n _< Ck,nllflln-kN [If()llN"
By letting e 0 we have (1).
To complete the proof, it remains to show that f(k) E Ne, 0 < k < n

iff, f(n) N.
Let a(x)C(R), ba(x)_>0, ba(x)=0 for Ixl_> and

fa(x)dx= 1. We put fa=f*2a. Then faC(R) because of

f Ll,loc(R). Therefore,f(k) =f* b(), k > 0 and it is easy to check that
f(n) f(n), . Now we provef() f,() Ne, k >_ 0. Actually, for
k 0 it follows that

sup (f* 2),)(x)g(x) dx
Ilgllg----1

sup f(x y)b),(y) dy g(x)dx
Ilgll=

sup f(x y)g(x) dx (y)dy
Ilgll=l

sup f(x y)g(x) dx I(y)l dy
IlgllM=l

sup II/("- Y)IINI(Y)I dy
IlgllM=l

sup [IfllN Ia(y) Idy
Ilgllg=l

Ilflllllll.
The cases k > 0 are proved similarly. Therefore, by the fact proved
above, we have

Therefore, since
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and

[If(.xn)l[N <_ IIf(n)[[N[l,Xlll I[f(n)[[N,
we get that, for any 0 < k <_ n, the sequence {f(k)} is bounded in
Now we prove that, for any 0 < k _< n, there exists a subsequence, which
is weakly convergent to some gk 6 Ne. We will show, for example, the
fact thatf is weakly convergent tofby contradiction: Assume that for
some e0 > 0, g Me and a subsequence Ak 0,

(fk (x) f(x) )g(x) dx > co, k>l. (11)

Then, it is known thatfa f, A 0 in Ll,loc(R). Therefore, there exists
a subsequence {km} (for simplicity we assume that km m) such that

f (x) f(x) a.e.
On the other hand, {fak} is bounded in Ne because of II/  IINo --<

IlfllN" So {fa} is a weak precompact sequence. Therefore, there exists
a subsequence, denoted again by {fa}, and a functionf. (x) Ne such
that

f(x)v(x)dx f,(x)v(x)d(x), Vv(x) Me. (12)

By an argument similar to the previous one, we get

f(x) f, (x) a.e.

Therefore,

f(x)v(x) dx f(x)v(x) dx

because of (12), which contradicts (11).
Finally, it follows from weak convergence faf that for any

v

(f})(x), p(x)) (--1)k(fa(x)p(k)(X)) (--1)(f(x), p(k)(x))

(f()(X), p(X)).
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Therefore, since the weak convergence ofsome subsequence of {f(g) } to
gk E N, we get f(k) gg Ne (0 < k < n). So we have proved the fact
thatf(g) N for all 0 < k < n iff, f(n) N,. The proof is complete.

Remark For periodic functions we have:

THEOREM 2 Let (t) _., f(x) and its generalized derivative f(n)(x) be
in N(q). Thenf(k)(x) N(q)for all 0 < k < n and

If() IIv() < C,n Ifl n-g() If (n) III

where q is the torus and II1.111/the corresponding norm.
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